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Knowledge of spring warm pool in the Bay of Bengal (BoBWP) is key for further

understanding the climate variability in this region and beyond, but little is known

about the BoBWP climatological state and the related mechanisms. In this study, we

investigate the spatial structure and evolution of the BoBWP using daily Optimum

Interpolation SST data from 1982-2022 in combination with multi-source data. Our

analysis shows that the BoBWP is located in the central bay (6°-13°N)with a thickness

around 20m ~ 40m. Composite analysis indicates that the BoBWP emerges in early

April, peaks in early May and dissipates in early June. During the developing period,

the net heat flux dominates the formation of spring warm pool through significant

air-sea coupling processes, and induces the warming rate of 0.27°C/10d in the

mixed layer, which is far larger than the contribution of oceanic dynamical processes

(0.01°C/10d). During the decaying period, the net heat flux also plays a dominant

role, with a cooling rate of -0.21°C/10d, meanwhile ocean dynamical processes

contribute to the cooling of the warm pool with a rate of -0.01°C/10d. Additionally,

the SST and the area of the BoBWP are significantly correlated with ENSO (r=0.66

and 0.73, p=0.05). During El Niño decaying year, the BoBWP primarily expands in a

southward direction, with a 75% increase in area. Conversely, during La Niña

decaying year, the BoBWP almost disappears, with a 52% decrease.
KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction

Warm pools, characterized by sea surface temperatures (SST) exceeding 28 °C, are

present extensively in the tropical oceans, such as the well-known Western Pacific Warm

Pool and the Eastern Indian Ocean Warm Pool (Wyrtki, 1989). The spring warm pool in

the Bay of Bengal (BoBWP) is an important component of the East Indian Ocean Warm

Pool. It can trigger the summer monsoon vortex, thereby exerting a vital influence on the
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onset date and intensity of the South Asian monsoon (Wu et al.,

2010; Li et al., 2015). Furthermore, the BoBWP plays a crucial role

in modulating tropical cyclone genesis and dissipation processes

through air-sea interaction processes (Lin et al., 2012; Pathirana

et al., 2022). Therefore, the study of the BoBWP can help to improve

our understanding of the dynamics for the evolution processes of

the South Asian monsoon and tropical cyclones, and thereby

enhance their forecasting capabilities.

Influenced by a large amount of freshwater input from

monsoonal rainfall (Prasad, 1997) and river discharges

(Subramanian, 1993), the Bay of Bengal (BoB) has the lowest

sea surface salinity (SSS) over the Indian Ocean, particularly in the

northern BoB (Chaitanya et al., 2015). Near surface stratification

associated with the low SSS maintains shallow mixed layers in the

BoB (De Boyer Montégut et al., 2007). In the northern BoB

(>15°N), mixed layer depth (MLD) remained shallow (~20 m)

for most of the year without any seasonality; in contrast, the

southern region (<15°N) shows a strong semi-annual variability

with deep MLD during summer and winter and shallow MLD

during spring and fall (Narvekar and Kumar, 2006). As shallow

MLD responds quickly to the atmospheric heating (Shenoi et al.,

2002), it provides a favorable condition for the development of the

BoBWP. The highest SST was observed in the central BoB during

spring, accompanied the shallowest MLD there (Uddin

et al., 2014).

Till now, several studies have been conducted to explore the

spatial structure and evolution characteristics of the BoBWP

(Vinayachandran and Shetye, 1991) noticed the seasonal SST

peak in the BoB during spring for the first time, and named it as

the spring warm pool. The analysis of SST time series observed from

buoys by Vimala et al. (2014) showed a remarkable diurnal

oscillation and intraseasonal oscillation of SST are present in the

developing and decaying stages of the BoBWP, respectively.

Pathirana and Priyadarshani (2020) examined the evolution

characteristics of BoBWP based on OISST daily SST. They

showed that the BoBWP develops in April and occupies most of

the bay in May while decaying in early June, and they speculated

that its formation is induced by positive net heat flux and weak wind

during spring inter-monsoon. Whereas, the relative contributions

of these factors to the BoBWP weren’t quantified in their study.

Using observations frommoored buoys during spring of 1998-2020,

Sengupta et al. (2002) found that the mixed layer warming of the

north Indian Ocean warm pool is due to net surface heat flux minus

penetrative solar radiation. Liu et al. (2013) studied the evolution of

BoBWP during 2008, and concluded that both of the development

and decay of BoBWP are primarily caused by the heat flux term. In

addition, the entrainment term plays an important cooling role to

offset the heating from net surface heat flux in the developing stage,

and the horizontal advection term contributes to the decaying of the

BoBWP. However, the years selected in Sengupta et al. (2002) and

Liu et al. (2013) (i.e., 1998-2000 and 2008) are La Niña years (Yuan

and Yan, 2013) To what extent their results represent the common

situation is still unclear.

Thangaprakash et al. (2016) explored extensively seasonal

evolution of SST in the BoB, and revealed that although net

surface heat flux is the primary factor determining seasonal
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variation of mixed layer heat balance and SST in the BoB, ocean

dynamics also play a crucial role. During the spring period, the

mixed layer temperature balance is predominantly controlled by net

surface heat flux and penetrative shortwave radiation below the

shallow mixed layer, and accounts for 72%-85% of mixed layer

variability (Thangaprakash et al., 2016). Parampil et al. (2010)

suggested that the intraseasonal variability of SST is mainly

forced by heat flux during summer, however, the horizontal

advection is important for the mixed layer heat budget in winter

and spring due to much larger magnitude of SST gradients

compared to that in summer.

Summarizing the studies mentioned above, we can see that

some researchers have limited their analysis of evolution

characteristics of the BoBWP (e.g., Vinayachandran and Shetye,

1991; Vimala et al., 2014; Pathirana and Priyadarshani, 2020). Some

scholars have conducted analyses on the forcing mechanisms for

the formation and decay of the BoBWP during the selected

individual years (e.g., Sengupta et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2013).

Other studies explored the dynamics on seasonal evolution of SST

in the BoB using some individual observations from buoys and

Argo floats (e.g., Parampil et al., 2010; Thangaprakash et al., 2016).

However, these case studies do not entirely capture the dynamics on

the evolution of the BoBWP in the climatological view. In addition,

as affected by El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Indian

Ocean Dipole (IOD), the ocean-atmosphere system shows

remarkable interannual variabilities in the BoB (Li et al., 2021;

Feng et al., 2022), which in turn may induce strong interannual

variabilities of the BoBWP. The interannual changes of the BoBWP

and its relationship with ENSO and IOD are also unknown.

Therefore, in this paper, we use multi-year observations together

with reanalysis data to explore the three-dimensional structure of

the BoBWP, its seasonal evolution characteristics and mechanisms.

Its interannual variabilities associated with ENSO and IOD is then

examined. Considering the shallow MLD responds quickly to the

atmospheric heating (Shenoi et al., 2002), it tends to facilitate

the development of the BoBWP. Thus, the contribution of MLD

to the BoBWP is also addressed in the present study.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2

introduces the data and methods, section 3 analyzes spatial

structure and evolution characteristics of the BoBWP and the

related mechanisms, and section 4 presents the discussion

and conclusion.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

The temperature and salinity datasets are provided by the Asia-

Pacific Data-Research Center (APDRC), to characterize the three-

dimensional structure of the BoBWP and its evolution. They

include daily Optimum Interpolation SST(OISST) (Reynolds

et al., 2007), with a spatial resolution of 0.25°×0.25° and a time

span of January 1982 to December 2022; the climatological monthly

World Ocean Atlas 2018 (WOA18) temperature and salinity with a

spatial resolution of 0.25°×0.25°; and daily temperature and salinity
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time series observations from three Research Moored Array for

African-Asian-Australian Monsoon Analysis and Prediction

(RAMA) buoys along 90°E at 8°N, 12°N and 15°N during the

period of May 2008 and December 2020 (Mcphaden et al., 2009).

SODA version 3.15.2 reanalysis data is also used (Carton et al.,

2018), including temperature, salinity, currents, and sea surface heat

flux data with a horizontal resolution of 0.5° × 0.5°. And SODA data

has a time span from January 1982 to December 2022, and is used to

calculate the mixed-layer heat budget.

In addition, daily Cross Calibrated Multi-Platform (CCMP)

surface 10 m wind, Ocean Surface Current Analyses Real-time

(OSCAR) surface current and the fifth generation ECMWF (ERA5)

surface heat flux reanalysis data are used to quantify the

contribution of ocean dynamical processes and sea surface

heating on the evolution of the BoBWP. The CCMP wind field

dataset is provided by Physical Oceanography Distributed Active

Archive Center (PO.DAAC) (Ardanuy et al., 2008), with a spatial

resolution of 0.25° × 0.25° and a time span from January 2003 to

December 2017. The OSCAR currents are from the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) (Bonjean and

Lagerloef, 2002), with a horizontal resolution of 1/3° × 1/3° and a

time span of January 1993 to December 2018. ERA5 sea surface heat

flux data provided by the European Center for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Olauson, 2018), with a spatial

resolution of 0.25° × 0.25° and a time span of January 1982 to

December 2022. Furthermore, Dipole Mode Index (DMI) and Niño

3.4 SST Index provided by the NOAA Physical Sciences Laboratory

(PSL) are used to calculate the interannual variability of the

BoBWP. All datasets mentioned above were visualized in

MATLAB R2023b.
2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Calculation of the mixed layer depth
The MLD is defined as the depth where the potential density

dq = d (z=10) + dD. Here d (z=10) is the potential density of the 10m

layer, and dD is the increase in potential density caused by a 0.2°C

decrease in temperature relative to the 10m layer (De Boyer

Montégut et al., 2007).
2.2.2 Mixed layer heat budget analysis
The mixed layer heat balance equation can be expressed as

(Nigam et al., 2018):

∂T
∂t =

Qnet−Qpen

rcph
− V ·mT − we(T−Td )

h + Res (1)

Equation 1 shows, from left to right, the temperature tendency

term, the heat flux term, the horizontal advection term, the vertical

entertainment term, and the residual term. Where T represents the

mixed layer temperature, Qnet represents the sea surface net heat

flux, Qpen represents the shortwave radiation penetrating the mixed

layer, and r is the density of seawater taken as 1024 kg/m3, and cp is
the specific heat capacity of seawater, which is 4000 J=(kg · °C ), h is

the depth of the mixed layer, V is the horizontal velocity of the

mixed layer, we is the vertical entrainment velocity at the bottom of
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the mixed layer, and Td is the temperature difference from the top

to the bottom of the mixed layer. Res is the residual term.

The shortwave radiation Qpen that penetrates the mixed layer is

calculated as follows (Jouanno et al., 2011):

Qpen = 0:47� Qsw · e−k ·h (2)

Where Qsw is the shortwave radiation, and a constant e-folding

depth of 25 m (k = 0:04).

Vertical entertainment velocity we is given by:

we =
dh
dt + wj−h  ,  wj−h = h ∂u

∂x +
∂v
∂y

� �
(3)

Where dh
dt is the MLD trend term, and  wj−h is the vertical

velocity at the bottom of the mixed layer.
3 Results

3.1 Spatial structure and evolution
characteristics of the BoBWP

3.1.1 Spatial structure
First, we comprehensively analyze the three-dimensional

structure of the BoBWP by using satellite SST (Figure 1), WOA

and SODA data (Figure 2). In March, Figure 1A shows that SST in

the bay ranges from 27.75°C to 29.00°C, with an increasing trend

toward south. The warm pool marked by SST higher than 29.75°C

has not yet formed in the bay, but appears in some areas along the

Sumatra coast. In April (Figure 1B), the whole study region warms,

particularly in the southern bay where SST warms much faster than

at the equator. Consequently, a warming center with SST higher

than 29.75°C (i.e., the spring warm pool) is formed in the southern

bay (6°-13°N). The BoBWP reaches its highest temperatures

(~30°C) in May, and its location has a northward shift to 10°-15°

N. As the summer monsoon onset in June (Mao andWu, 2007), the

warm pool collapses rapidly.

In terms of surface heat fluxes, during the development phase in

April and May, the net heat fluxes are positive throughout the

ocean, implying an important contribution to the pool. The spatial

distribution pattern shows that the strongest heating is located in

the northern bay (north of 15°N) during these two months, with net

heat fluxes of ∼90 W/m2 and 70-110 W/m2, respectively. In

contrast, over most of the southern bay, the net heat flux is

relatively small, at 70-90 W/m2 and 30-50 W/m2 in April and

May, respectively. Therefore, the location of the BoBWP in the

southern bay cannot be well explained by the net heat flux alone,

and the driving mechanisms of its formation will be discussed in

detail later. It is also worth mentioning that the aforementioned

warm pool off the Sumatra coast, similar to the BoBWP, intensifies

in April and reaches its peak in May but lasts until June. As it is

outside the scope of this study, it will not be discussed in detail here.

The vertical structure of the BoBWP is explored by using the

temperature data of WOA and SODA. From the WOA results

(Figures 2A, B), the warm pool is mainly located within the mixed

layer, with a thickness of about 30m. The distribution range of the

warm pool along the longitude direction is consistent with that of
frontiersin.org
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satellite SST (Figures 1B, C, 2A), which completely covers cross the

whole section at that latitude with a stable thickness of ~30 m

(Figure 2A). However, in the latitudinal direction, the BoBWP has a

larger range compared to the results of satellite SST mentioned

above, which is connected to the equatorial warm water, extending

from 15°N to the south of the equator, and its thickness increases

from 20 m at 15°N to ~40 m at its southern edge. Although SODA

temperature is somewhat higher than that of WOA (Figure 2), the

vertical structure of the BoBWP exhibited by SODA is highly

consistent with that of the WOA (Figures 2C, D). This good

consistency illustrates the reliability of the SODA temperature. It

should be noted that bothWOA and SODA can’t clearly present the

southern boundary of the BoBWP. The insufficient sample size of

the WOA observations and the overestimation of temperature in

the SODA reanalysis, are the possible reasons that make both of the

two datasets unable to resolve the southern boundaries of the

BoBWP as shown in the satellite SST data (Figures 1B, C).

3.1.2 Evolution characteristics
To characterize the evolution of the BoBWP, the distribution of

SST at 5-d intervals averaged over 1982-2022 is shown in Figure 3.
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
It can be seen that the warm pool (SST > 29.75°C) first appears

along the Sumatra coast during March 30-April 3, and then rapidly

extends northward. The warm pool is basically established in the

southern Bay during April 14 - 18, and the SST and the range of the

BoBWP reach their peak half a month later (April 29 - May 3). After

half a month (May 14 - May 18), the warm pool begins to weaken

and almost disappears by early June. From the 5-d evolution of SST,

we can see that the BoBWP is connected with the equatorial warm

water during April 14 and May 13.

We further use the daily observations from the RAMA buoy to

explore the evolution characteristics of the vertical structure of the

BoBWP (Figure 4). We can see that the RAMA buoys not only show

the development of the BoBWP beginning from the south and

extending to the north (Figures 1, 3), but also show that its decay

also starts from the south (Figures 4A–C). During the warm pool

development period (i.e., before reaching its maximum temperature),

the MLD is thin (∼20 m, Figures 4D–F) due to the influence of the

near-surface low-salinity water (Figures 4A–C). Shenoi et al. (2002)

pointed out that the weak winds in the bay are unable to overcome

the strong near-surface stratification induced by a low-salinity surface

layer, which leads to a shallow MLD. Consequently, the shallow
A B

DC

FIGURE 1

Distribution of monthly sea surface temperature (SST, shading, unit: °C) and net heat flux (NHF, contours with solid curves denoting downwards,
unit: W/m2) in the Bay of Bengal (BoB): (A) March, (B) April, (C) May, (D) June. The thick white curves (i.e., the 29.75°C contour) in the figure
represent the BoBWP. In (C), the blue box represents the core area of the BoBWP (10°-13°N, 81°-98°E), and three gray solid triangles denote the
three RAMA buoys deployed along 90°E, with latitude positions of 8°N, 12°N, and 15°N.
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mixed layer caused by the low-salinity water makes the temperature

in the mixed layer warm rapidly under the sea surface heating, which

may be an important mechanism of the formation of the BoBWP. In

addition, during the decaying phase from mid to end of May, we also

see that the vertical extent of the warm pool extends below the mixed

layer at the 15°N RAMA buoy. Its thickness increases from about

20 m to about 40 m, followed by the presence of a thick barrier layer

(Figure 4C). This existence of the salinity-induced barrier layer may

contribute to maintaining the warm pool there during its decaying

period. However, the climatological monthly distribution of barrier

layer indicates that it is almost absent over the region of BoBWP

during BoBWP’s evolution months (i.e., April and May, Figure not

shown). Thus, the general impact of barrier layer on the BoBWPmay

be weak.
3.2 Mechanisms for the evolution of
the BoBWP

3.2.1 Major oceanic and atmospheric factors
related with the evolution of the BoBWP

Our analysis above shows that the surface heat flux and MLD

play important roles in the development of the BoBWP. To further

explore their relationship, the time series of net heat flux, SST, and

MLD averaged over the core area of the warm pool are shown in

Figure 5. Based on the SST time series, the evolution of the warm
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
pool delineated into two phases: the development period (March 30

- May 3) and the decay period (May 4 - June 12).

We can see that during the developing period, there is a

correlation between the gradually increasing SST, the shallowing

MLD and the decreasing net heat flux, implying a significant sea-air

coupling process between them. Under clear weather condition and

weak surface winds (Figure 6A), the enhanced net shortwave

radiation and weak latent heat flux release lead to a positive net

heat flux at the sea surface, resulting in rising SST and strengthening

atmospheric convection. Consequently, on the one hand, the

strengthening atmospheric convection brings more precipitation,

resulting in stronger near-surface stratification and a shallower

mixed layer, making SST more sensitive to sea surface heating,

which is a positive feedback process. On the other hand, the

strengthening of deep atmospheric convection weakens the

shortwave radiation by increasing cloudiness, resulting in a

decrease in net heat flux, which is a negative feedback process.

Obviously, these coupling processes between SST, MLD and net

heat flux play a dominant role in the development of the BoBWP,

which is consistent with the previous research (Shenoi et al., 2002).

Figure 7A shows that the ratio of the daily net heat flux and the daily

MLD during the developing period of the warm pool. Their ratio is

positive over the entire study region. The larger values observed at

the eastern boundary, throughout the upper region, and across most

of the southern bay (south of 17°N) suggest a more pronounced

warming of the mixed layer, which is induced by the net heat flux.
A B

DC

FIGURE 2

Vertical temperature structure of the BoBWP from WOA data in April and May: (A) 12°N section, (B) 90°E section. (C, D) Same as (A, B), respectively,
but for SODA data averaged over the period of 2005-2017. The thick purple curves in the figure represent MLD.
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This stronger warming for net heat flux over these regions,

overlapped the relatively higher SST in the southern bay

(Figures 1A, 3), leads to the formation of the warm pole (i.e.,

BoBWP) in the southern bay. To explore the roles of surface heat

flux components in shaping the spatial range of the BoBWP, the
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
ratios of shortwave radiation, latent heat flux, and longwave

radiation to MLD are shown (Figures 7B–D), we can see that

among these major heat components, the ratio of shortwave

radiation to MLD has the largest magnitude, and its spatial

pattern highly resemble that of net heat flux (Figure 7A). This
FIGURE 3

The composited SST represent every 5-day SST averaged for each year from March 25 to June 12 during the period of 1982-2022, to show the
climatological evolution process of the BoBWP. Dark curves (i.e., the contour of 29.75°C) in the figure indicate the boundary of the BoBWP.
A

B

D

E

FC

FIGURE 4

The evolution process of the BoBWP observed by the RAMA buoys deployed along 90°E (in °C): (A) 8°N, (B) 12°N, and (C) 15°N. (D–F) are the same
as in (A–C), respectively, but for salinity. The bold red curves in the figure represent MLD.
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underpins that the shortwave radiation, together with the MLD play

the dominant role in regulating the spatial location of the BoBWP.

Due to the onset of the summer monsoon, the increasing latent

heat flux release and the decreasing net shortwave radiation

(Figure 6B) result in the great weakening of net heat flux, which

even reverses to be negative for most of the decaying period

(Figure 5). It dominates the decaying of the warm pool (Figure 6B).

In addition, the mixed layer is also gradually deepened, implying that

ocean dynamical processes such as vertical entrainmentmay also play

important roles in the reduction of the warm pool SST (Figure 8).

Figure 8B shows that the southwesterly winds, blocked by the Sri

Lankan islands, form a positive cyclone over the southern bay

between 5°-15°N, and the associated upward Ekman pumping

allows the subsurface cold water to enter the mixed layer, which
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
makes important contributions to the reduction of the mixed-layer

temperature during the decaying period. In addition, during the

decaying period, the strong southwest monsoon current

(approximately 0.20 m s-1) extends from the southern coast of Sri

Lanka into the BoB (up to 10°N, Figure 8B). It transports the

upwelling from the Indian Peninsula and the southern coast of Sri

Lanka into the southern bay, also contributes to the decay of the

BoBWP (Li et al., 2021). The relative contributions of surface heating

and ocean dynamics are further quantified by mixed layer heat

budget analysis in the following text. It should be pointed out that

although SODA SST is warmer than OISST (Figure 5), the evolution

characteristics of the warm pool shown by the two datasets are

basically the same, which further illustrates the reliability of the

SODA data.
FIGURE 5

Evolution characteristics of net heat flux (NHF), SST and MLD in the core area of the BoBWP. The two dashed boxes in the figure represent the
developing period and decaying period of the warm pool, respectively. MLD is calculated from SODA data. The core area of the warm pool is shown
as blue box in Figure 1C.
A B

FIGURE 6

Net heat flux (Shading; unit: W/m2), sea surface wind (vector, unit: m/s) during the developing period (A) and the decaying period (B). The area
surrounded by the white curves represents the BoBWP.
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3.2.2 Mixed layer heat budget analysis
In order to quantify the relative contribution of each of the oceanic

and atmospheric forcing factors mentioned above to the evolution of

the BoBWP, we analyze the mixed layer heat budget during the

developing and decaying periods according to Equations 2, 3
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
(Figures 9, 10). During the developing period, consistent with the

qualitative analysis mentioned above, the heat flux term dominates the

mixed layer warming throughout the study area (Figure 9). The

warming trend of the mixed layer (0.33°C/10d) is dominated by the

surface net heat flux term (0.27°C/10d), while the influence of ocean
A B

DC

FIGURE 7

Ratio (W/m3) of daily net heat flux (W/m2) to daily MLD (m) during warm pool developing period (A). (B–D) Same as (A), but for shortwave radiation,
latent heat flux and longwave radiation to MLD (B–D).
A B

FIGURE 8

Sea surface wind stress curl (shading, in N/m3) and currents (vector, in m/s) during the warm pool developing and decaying processes: (A) the
developing period, (B) the decaying period.
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dynamical processes is over one order smaller compared to net heat

flux (0.01°C/10d, Figure 9E).

During the decaying period, the net heat flux term dominates

the mixed layer temperature tendency in most of the bay, while in

the east of Sri lank Island, the net heat flux term is comparable in
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
magnitude to those of ocean dynamical processes. In particular,

similarly to the developing period, the net heat flux plays much

more contributions (-0.21°C/10d) than that of ocean dynamical

processes (-0.01°C/10d) to the warming trend of mixed layer (-0.22°

C/10d).
A B

D

E

C

FIGURE 9

Contribution of different processes to the temperature variation of the BoBWP mixed layer during the developing period (°C per 10 d) :temperature
tendency term (Trend) (A), net heat flux term (Q) (B), horizontal advection term (ADV) (C), and vertical entrainment term (ENT) (D); (E) shows the
thermal effects of the above components and the dynamical term (the sum of the horizontal advection term and the vertical entrainment term, DYN)
in the core area of the warm pool (in/10day). The core area of the warm pool is shown as blue box in Figure 1C.
A B

D

E

C

FIGURE 10

Contribution of different processes to the temperature variation of the BoBWP mixed layer during the decaying period (°C per 10 d):temperature
tendency term (Trend) (A), net heat flux term (Q) (B), horizontal advection term (ADV) (C), and vertical entrainment term (ENT) (D); (E) shows the
thermal effects of the above components and the dynamical term (the sum of the horizontal advection term and the vertical entrainment term, DYN)
in the core area of the warm pool (in/10day). The core area of the warm pool is shown as blue box in Figure 1C.
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3.3 Interannual variability of the BoBWP

Previous studies (Chanda et al., 2018; Pathirana and

Priyadarshani, 2020) have discussed the interannual variability of

SST anomaly (SSTa) in the BoB, they find that most El Niño (La

Niña) phases or positive IOD (negative IOD) are accompanied by a

positive (negative) SSTa. However, Chanda et al. (2018) found that

when El Niño coincided with a nIOD or La Niña with a pIOD,

the influence of the ENSO phases on SST and rainfall in the BoB

overrode the effects of the IOD phases, indicating that the ENSO

phases overruled the IOD phases in BoB. Nonetheless, their study

did not explicitly investigate the interannual variability of

the BoBWP.

To assess the individual effects of ENSO and IOD on the

BoBWP, we decoupled their influences through a linear fitting

method and then performed lead-lag correlation analyses

(Figures 11A, B). The results reveal that the SST of BoBWP is

highly correlated with El Niño events (r = 0.66, p = 0.05), lagging

the onset of El Niño by 2 to 8 months, whereas its correlation with

IOD events is relatively weaker (r = -0.35), indicating that the

previous influence of IOD events on BoB SST is brought by ENSO.

Furthermore, the area of the BoBWP exhibits a strong correlation of

0.73 (p=0.05) with the Niño 3.4 index (Figure 12), suggesting a

tendency for a larger (smaller) warm pool area of more than 0.5

standard deviations in the year following an El Niño (La Niña)

event (yellow/blue background in Figure 12).

To quantify the specific variations in the BoBWP during ENSO

events, the distributions of SST and SST anomalies (SSTa) are

examined, averaged over the BoBWP peak phase during April 24-28

in El Niño/La Niña decaying years (Figure 13). During El Niño

decaying years, the northern edge of the BoBWP shifts slightly

northward, and the southern side expands and becomes contiguous

with the equatorial warm pool, resulting in a 75% increase in the
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area. In contrast, during La Niña decaying years, the southeastern

BoB experiences cooling, and the BoBWP nearly disappears, with a

52% decrease in the area (Figure 12).

This strong modulation of the BoBWP area by ENSO can be

attributed to the basin-scale atmospheric and oceanic

teleconnections associated with these climate modes. During El

Niño years, the weakening of the Walker circulation and the

eastward displacement of convective activity over the tropical

Pacific can lead to anomalous subsidence and reduced cloudiness

over the BoB region. These conditions favor increased insolation

and ocean heating, facilitating the expansion of the BoBWP.

Conversely, La Niña events are characterized by enhanced

convection and cloudiness over the Indo-Pacific warm pool,

which can inhibit the formation and maintenance of the BoBWP

through reduced surface heating (Klein et al., 1999). Furthermore,

warm/cold ENSO events modulate the vertical coupling of the

upper and lower level circulation over the South Asia, thereby

increasing/decreasing the timing of warm pool development by

inducing later/earlier onset of the summer monsoon (Liu

et al., 2015).
4 Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we explore the spatial structure and evolution

characteristics of BoBWP based on OISST together with multi-

source datasets. The results show that the BoBWP occurs mainly

during April and May. It forms in the southern bay (6°-13°N) in

April, peaks between April 29 and May 3, and moves northward to

10°-15°N in May. The thickness of the BoBWP is 20m ~ 40m and it

has a remarkable increase with decreasing latitude. This

climatological structure and evolution characteristics we present

here is well consistent with the results from Pathirana and
A

B

C

FIGURE 11

Lead-lag correlation between the SST over core area of BoBWP and (A) the IOD index DMI and (B) the ENSO index Niño3.4 for April (blue line), May
(red line), and the April-May average (orange line). (C) Time series of the Niño 3.4 index averaged from December to February, with the black dashed
line representing one standard deviation of the Niño 3.4 index. The core area of the warm pool is shown as the blue box in Figure 1C.
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FIGURE 12

Time series of BoBWP area (>5°N) from March 25 to June 12 during 1982–2022 (the area calculated is daily mean every 5 days; red dots indicate the
average area of BoBWP during this period). The dashed lines represent ±0.5 standard deviations. The yellow/blue background highlights six El Niño/
La Niña decaying years selected in Figure 11C.
A B

DC

FIGURE 13

Mean SST for April 24-28 in BoB during the El Niño (A) and La Niña (B) decaying years, where the black line represents the warm pool boundary
(>29.75°C), the pink line is the climatological warm pool boundary, and the shading represents the more than 95% confidence level. (C, D) Same as
(A, B), respectively, but for SSTa.
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Priyadarshani (2020). Their results revealed that the development

of the warm pool is present in April, which occupies most of the bay

in May while decaying in early June.

The development and decay of the BoBWP are primarily caused

by the surface heating. In particular, at the core of the warm pool,

the mixed layer warming (0.33°C/10day) is dominated by the net

heat flux term (0.27°C/10day). In contrast, the oceanic dynamical

processes (entrainment + horizontal advection) induced a much

weaker warming in the mixed layer (0.01°C/10day), and its

contribution is approximately an order smaller compared to net

heat flux. Our result confirms the dynamics for the formation of the

BoBWP raised by the previous case studies (i.e., Sengupta et al.,

2002; Liu et al., 2013). The important point is that we find that the

formation of the warm pool has a positive feedback mechanism

associated with air-sea coupling processes. To be specific, during the

developing period (March 30 to May 3), influenced by the

anticyclonic atmosphere circulation in the bay (Dai et al., 2023),

the positive net heat flux brought by clear weather and weak surface

winds leads to an increase in SST and an enhancement of

atmospheric convection. Enhanced atmospheric convection brings

more precipitation, forming stronger stratification and shallower

mixed layers, making SST more sensitive to thermal forcing and

forming a positive feedback mechanism. At the same time,

enhanced deep atmospheric convection reduces solar radiation by

increasing cloudiness, forming a negative feedback mechanism. The

coupling relationship between SST, mixed layer and sea surface

thermal forcing plays a leading role in the development of the warm

pool. Shenoi et al. (2002) conducted the analysis of the heat budgets

of the near-surface Arabian Sea and BoB during summer monsoon

(June-September), and found a similar positive feedback cycle work

in the BoB, which makes the BoB being warmer than the Arabian

Sea during summer. In the present study, we show that such

positive feedback in the ocean-atmosphere system plays a key role

on the rapid warming in the mixed layer, which makes the central

BoB to be one of the highest SST regions in the tropical oceans

during spring.

During the decaying period (May 4 to June 12), the cooling effect

induced by the net heat flux is almost dominate over the entire warm

pool. The onset of the summer monsoon reduces the net shortwave

radiation input and increases the latent heat flux release, which

significantly weakens the net heat flux or even turns it negative for

most of the period, resulting in the decay of the warm pool. The

cooling rates (-0.22°C/10day) of the entire warm pool during the

decaying stage, is predominantly caused by net heat flux (-0.21°C/

10day) and the cooling effect induced by ocean dynamical processes

are much weaker (-0.01°C/10day) This result is well consistent with

the previous studies (Sengupta et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2013). However,

we can see that over the southwestern bay, the cooling effect induced

by the ocean dynamical processes (entrainment + horizontal

advection) is comparable in magnitude to that of net heat flux

term. The strong southwest monsoon current extends from the

southern coast of Sri Lanka into the BoB (up to 10°N, Figure 8B),

which transports the upwelling cold water from the Indian Peninsula

and the southern coast of Sri Lanka into the southern bay (Li et al.,

2021), also contributes to the decay of the BoBWP. Influenced by the

climate modes, such as ENSO and IOD, the interannual variabilities
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
of the BoBWP are remarkable. Our study shows a strong correlation

between the El Niño event and the warm pool area and SST in the

core area of BoBWP. Following the El Niño event, a notable warming

trend was observed in the central and southern Bay of Bengal, leading

to the expansion of the warm pool towards the south. Conversely, the

La Niña event was preceded by a pronounced cooling in the southern

and eastern BoB, resulting in a westward retreat of the warm pool.

However, our research lacks in-depth analysis of the formation and

quantification of mechanisms of the interannual variability of the

warm pool, which awaits future research.
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